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FANCY COSTUMES GRACE BEAUTIFULLY
DECORATED HALL AS CADETS AND THEIR
GUESTS DANGE TAPS MASQUERADE BALL
Large and Brilliant Gathering
WINTHROP GIRLS
of Visitors on Campus for
Carnival
ENTERTIffl AT
The dance is over, the music is
stopped, and the dancers have reDELIGHTFUL DANGE
turned to their homer,. These and
manv other memories are all that
is left of the Taps Carnival, given
by the Taps Staff on last Friday
evening.
This dance was one of
the most
brilliant affairs
everstaged on the campus, and its success is due to the weeks of labor
and planning on the part of the
members of the committees. These
men deserve a great deal of credit.
Never has the Clemson campus
been visited by so many pretty
girls.
They came from all parts
of the country to be the guests
of the cadets and one need only
to see them to know that the
boys are good judges of beauty.
Among' the guests were a numbec
from Winthrop and Coker College,
since during that time these College,
wore having their spring vacation.
The
decorations in
the Gymnasium were beautiful, exceeding
the expectations of everyone. Enormous silhouettes of colonial scenes
and figures were on the walls, the
the light for lighting the hall coming from behind them. The orchestra was on one side of the hall,
while directly
opposite
was a
stage
for the chorus
girls and
revues. The music was furnished
by the Club Southern Orchestra of
Asheville, N. C. and it was unusually good, filling the dancers
with joy and pep.
Prof. Maruice Seigler can not be
complimented to much on the decoration,
He designed the decorations, trained the chorus girls, and
planned the revue. His work has
been complimented by all who saw
it, and the boys all appreciate his
help.
The costumes that appeared on
the floor were of many varieties
and colors, and needless to say very
beautiful. Among the costumes
were those of the Norseman, the
Pirate in his garb, the Colonial
maiden with her powdered hair
and full skirts, the ballet dancer
in her tights and frills, and others
too varied to mention, but all
were very fitting.
During the
intemission
punch
and cake was served, and later in
the evening favors were given out
and the confetti began to fly in
a regular whirlwind. Everyone was
covered with it and was happy.
At two-thirty in the morning the
strains of Home Sweet Home came
from the orchestra and the young
folks said good-bye to each other.
Among those who attended the
dance were:
Miss Mary McLaurin, of Miami
Fla., with Cadet W. C.
Brown;
Miss Mildred Franks, of Greenville,
with Cadet W. H. Taylor; Miss Ellen
Tarrant, Of Lynchburg, with Cadet
A. J. Thackston; Miss "Stevie"
Rogers,
of Gainsville Ga.,
with
Cadet
L.
H.
Simkins;
Miss
Catherin Beam, of Springfield, with
Cadet L. A. Porter; Miss Alice
Linder, of Anderson, with Cadet
P. Strickland; Miss Evelyn Shieder,
of York, with Cadet D. A. Gibson;
Miss Lucile Wharton, of Greenwood, with
Cadet T. G.
Jackson; Miss Lillie Parrish, of Green(Continued on Page 5)
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One of the .most brilliant of the
social entertainments given during
the past week for the Winthrop
visitors was the dance sponsored
by Miss Elizabeth Johnson at the
Pickens Hotel last night.
The dance was made lively by
the music of The Jugaleers, Clemson's own orchestra.
The affair
was gay, as gay as ever a dance
was, but there was present in the
hearts of all a deep feeling, that
peculiar feeling which is very often
present when friends must part
and leave friends behind. As these
girls depart today they will unconsciously and unintentially carry
with them
the hearts
of many
cadets, victims of
circumstances,
you might say.
But such is the
way of life, and may its itinerary
come again with another dance
such as the one last night, and may
it be made joyful by the presence
of a party just as the one last
night.
—D. H. R.

DAIRY CLUB WILL
GIVE MOVIE SHOW
Tomorrow, Thursday night at six
forty-five, there will be a picture
shown at the "Y" under the auspices of The Dairy Club. This, an
educational film of about 100 0 feet,
has been prepared on the DeLaval
Milker.
This picture which is quite instructive because of its nature, will
no doubt, prove to be of interest
to the many who have wondered
at the principle of machine milking. In a quite attractive manner,
■tJhe functioning of the machine is
well illustrated so that it does not
require the -mechanically trained
mind to grasp the principles involved.
From all indications, this picture, which comes to us direct from
Cornell University, will be well
worth seeing.
In addition to t)he milker film,
a comic picture will be shown.
All students, especially the "Ags,"
are invited—are urged to take advantage of the opportunity to get
something that is really worth while
which costs nothing.
The experimental station at the
Uniervsity of Maryland is conducting an Egg-Laying Contest.
The
hens seem to enter into the spirit
O'f the thing by cheering every time
they lay an egg.
The chief of police in Los Angeles
intends to send to college all policemen who show less intelligence
than a high school flapper. In the
near future there will be no arrests
for disturbing the peace, for the
cops will merely look stern and
plead, "Gentlemen, we must have
silence."
Ping-pong ihas become a popular
sport at the University of Washington. A tournament was staged there
last week by the Y. M. C. A.
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GLEE CLUB GETS OVATION
Tigers Split CLEMSON
UPON PRESENTATION OF FIRST HOME
Tech Series
CONCERT BEFORE GAY DANCE CROWD
y

Tech Wins First, Clemson Second—Tiger Players Injured Saturday

CONCERT ORCHESTRA
TO MAKE FOUR DAY
TRIPJVER STATE

The Clemson
Tiger ball
club
covered itself with glory when the
Tigers split the two game series
with Georgia
Tech by a
tenth
The Concert Orchtstra is to take
inning victory of 6 to 5 over the
Yellow Jackets Saturday afternoon, a four day trip, bginning on the
On
although it cost the Jungle Beasts twenty-ninth of this month.
the services of "Wax" Martin, star the twenty-ninth the orchestra will
right hand twirler who suffered be at Lander College, Greenwood.
a broken leg as he was running On the thirtieth they will be at
in home on a squeeze play in the Batesburg, and from there they go
On the first of
eighth inning.
The first
game to Orangeburg.
which was played Friday was de- April they will be at Bamberg
cidedly a Tech victory, the Jackets where they take part in the annual
winning, by a 5 to 2 count the musical festival of that place.
This musical festival is of state
game that dedicated the new ball
wide cognizance, and it is quite a
park at Grant Field.
honor that
the Concert
The Tigers showed up well in the signal
field Friday, and held the Yellow Orchestra has been engaged for a
Jackets close except for one inning days programme. In "The State"
when the Georgians made three the orchestra has been given much
That paper
runs in quick succession. The Tech favorable publicity.
tea,ii had the edge at bat, the writes that the orchestra is to bo
Tigers being unable to register the musical number of the festival.
more
than three
hits.
Martin
allowed the local team only five
hits, fanned three and walked one,
while Long, who relieved him in
the seventh allowed only three
hits.
Tech used four pitchers in the
Friday game, who succeeded in
holding the Tigers to three hits
during the entire game.
McCash,
Crowley,
and
Williamson
each
scored a run in the second inning, Number of High School Stars
these three and Angley's homer
Showing Up Well; Prosin the third, and Reeves' homer
pects Good
in the eighth accounting for Tech's
score. Manning and Abbott scored
the two runs for Clemson in the
Freshman baseball is beginning
fifth
frame.
Hudgens,
Abbott, to take some rapid strides in preand Moore starred for the Tigers. paration for the coming season.
Tiger Stage Comeback in Second They are working out every afterof Series
noon on Rigg's field. The squad
In the second game, the 'Jackets was cut last Tuesday and coach
started off by getting two runs Gill am can now handle the men
in close succession in the first much better. Quite a number of
and added two more in the third men whose faces were familiar
frame, and when Wycoff scored on the gridiron may be seen out
another run in the fourth, it looked on the field swatting the pill
as if the Tech outfit was going to each afternoon. There is a galaxy
repeat the performance of the day of high school stars out and from
before. But Wycoff's run was the the way things look now Clemson
will have another one of those
final tally for the Georgians.
The fifth inning was the Tigers' good freshman teams.
The most promising pitchers are
big inning.
Moore led off with
a long fly to Yoemans in right "Hoot" Gibson, Dean Pearman, Dufield.
Manning singled, and then Pre, and Ford. These men have
went to third when Eskew, who good records that were made in
went in for Abbott in the fourth high school, and should duplicate
Martin,
when Abbott was knocked out by their marks this spring.
Wycoff, drove the ball deep into Poole, Pearman, and Talley are
right field for a two bagger. Mc- looking good for the catcher posiGill fanned, and Harmon singled, tion. Roth, Moorer, and Coleman
sending Manning into home.
Es- are showing some pep at first.
Coohran is a strong conkew scored on a single by Hudgens, base.
Webb,
the latter going to second and Har- tender for second base.
mon to third on the throw. Both Barry, and Morton are fighting it
Williams and
scored when
Walt Martin
laid out for shortstop.
down a single.
This ended the Alexander are both good prospects
Coleman, Player,
scoring for the Tigers for this for third base.
and Miller are the outfielders who
inning.
The tying
run came
in the look certain of a berth on the team.
eighth when Walt Martin doubled, There are several other men who
and "Wax" Martin sent him in will most likely come through behome with a two base hit. Dun- fore the season is far underway.
The schedule has not been anlap got a ticket to first on balls,
and Moore sacrificed, as "Wax" nounced yet, but assurance is
who was on third ran for the given that there will be some
home
plate on
an
attempted good games on the list when it
squeeze play, and crushed his right is complied. Everyone is looking
leg as he collided with Angley, to the Rats to develop a good team.
Tech catcher, who was blocking
"Susie is getting past the age of
the plate,
breaking both
bones
against the catcher's shin guards. making faces at boys."
"Yes, she's beginning to make
The game was delayed for some
eyes at them now."
(Continued on Paige 6)

CUB BASEBALLERS
PROGRESSING UNDER
GILLAWSJIRECTION

Music is of High Quality and
Comedians Keep Audience
in Uproar
Clemson's Glee Club, the much
talked of Tiger Songbirds, gave a
concert in the college chapel last
Friday night just before the Taps
masquerade ball. An appreciative
audience filled the chapel to overflowing, giving the songsters full
rounds of applause after every number. And tJhe music certainly merited
the applause.
In numerous appearances in various parts of the state, the Celmson Glee Club has been acclaimed
as the best band of singers to represent the college in recent years,
and Tigertown heartily agreed after
Friday's concert. There seems little
room for doubt that the present
club is by far the best Clemson has
had in many seasons.
It is with real ability, showing
excellent direction and much practice, that the club sang such difficult,
numbers as the "Soldier's Chorus"
from Faust, which opened the show,
and D. Bucks' beautiful arrangement
of Annie Laurie. Such singing is
not generally accomplished by college cubs.
Even so it was in the numbers
which come more nearly within the
usual range of college voices that
the Tiger Songbirds were at their
best, the numbers in which they
could cut loose and sing with abandon and zest, letting that old close
harmony, so dear to the 'heart of
the college boy, run wild.
Tfc# quartet's singing of "Rose of
My Heart" was a notable example
of some of the best of the quartet
work, and the "Song of the Armorer" showed the entire club at its
best.
The program rendered by the
culb was well balanced in every
degree.
Some excellent music of
the classical type was sung in a
very fine way. The lighter standard numbers were given with much
glee, as
noted above.
And the
chorus was supplemented by solos,
comedians, orchestra, and a reader,
each part being excellent.
Mercer Ross sang a solo "The
Sweetest Call" and the audience
was at his feet. Joe Warren gave
a reading.
The Jungleers played
a little jazz.
And the comedians deserve a.
whole story to themselves.
Jake
Cromer, the ever-smiling Jake, is
unbeatable. And so is Fred Leitzsey, who has been the life of Clemson clubs for four years.
Jake
was a little boy, and Fred was a
Scotchman in different parts of the
program, and both did black-face
together.
Fred's "Wee Bit of Scotch" in
the Harry Lauder style was one
of the best things he has done.
And he was also good as "Old
Black Joe."
All in all there is little that
could have been added to the program.
The latest fad in northern colleges is for the co-eds to wear
masculine socks over feminine stockings.
This is considered quite
hot in cold weather, and takes the
place of the ungainly goloshes.
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Other Slight Alterations in
Gridiron Laws Made by
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a possibility of making a record run
this season. The pitching staff has
suffered reverses, but those who remain can be depended on for some
tough work.
The Furman nine played' their
first bame with the Reading ball
club, of the International League,
who is in training camp at Anderson. The game, which resulted
in a 9 to 2 victory for the northern
team, could not quite be taken for a
representative
exhibition
of the
Hornets, since the first game of the
season for any team cannot be taken
as a fair example of that team's
power.
It is rumored that the
Hornets have a fast-fielding, hardhitting nine that will give the
Tigers no little trouble. But the
Beast are on the lookout, and are
getting ready for Furman.
The
results of the encounter can only
be safely predicted after the game.
The Tigers know what they want,
and are going after it. Just watch
them give those Hornets trouble
when they meet.

leston acting as joint hosts. The
invitation, which was extended the
association by the Bull Dog, was accepted at the meeting in Columbia
last fall. The Association is composed of all the bi-wekly, weekly
and monthly college publications in
the State, with the exception of The
Mirror of Erskine. It meets annually, each publication having a maximum representation of three members. Its meetings last for a period
of four days. For the two preceding vears the places of meeting and
the "hosts have been as follows:
19 24—Greenville, Funman and G.
W. C; and 1925—Columbia, Carolina, Columbia and Chicora.
The first duty of The Citadel and
the College as joint entertainers of
the association next year, namely,
the election of officers, was discharged Wednesday. It will be noted
that the Citadel and the College are
equally represented in the election,
each college having three members
named as officers.

International News Service.
NEW YORK, March 20.—Four
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College, major changes, affecting the forSouth Carolina.
ward pass rules and the kick off,
or free kick, were made in the
_
_ Editor-in-Chief
W. W. BRYAN
football code by the football rules
_
Business Manager
J. B. CAUGHMAN
committee today.
T. F. ACKER
Associate Editors
Hereafter no team can throw
D. H. ROSS
more than one incompleted pass
J. K. AVENT
Athletic Editors
in one series of downs without
W. C. BROWN
suffering a five-yard penalty.
R H MITCHELL
Associate Athletic Editor
The single pass allowed without
J.' A.'WARREN
—
— Social Editor
penaltry will be permitted on the
clUD N ws
J H BAKER
e
Editor
"Sister, What's a stag?"
first down play.
"A dear with no dough."
H. h. BALDWIN".'.....'.
— — Y. M. CJok;e
A. Editor
This was the most drastic of the
—Ex.
F. B. LEITZSEY
—
Editor
rule changes affected.
L. E. CROMER I
Associate Joke Editors
NEW SAFETY RUDE.
FAMOUS LAST WORDS
J. A. MILLNG t
The next most important change
"I'm not prepared today, sir."
was made in the safety rule. HereJ. KERSHAW I
__
.. staff Reporters
"Doctor, I'm sick."
after the ball will be put in play
G. E. METZ
(
""
"Aw, it's way down the track."
on the 20-yard line, instead of
The Clemson Glee Club ventured
CIRCULATIOxV DEPARTMENT
"See how fast you can go around
the 3 0-yard line, . but only as a into new territory last
Monday
R. H. GARRISON [
Circulation Managers
night,
giving a performance in this curve."
kick.
G. H. BRODIE
"I'll call you up sometime."
The team in possession of the Pelzer.
"Sir, I positively refuse to marry
ball will be given the option of
They played before a large audipunting,
drop-kicking or
place- ence, who showed by their gener- your daughter."
"It must be empty.
Gimme a
kicking the ball, with the oppos- ous applauding and repeated calls
ing team "restrained" at a dis- for encores that they were ap- sot of encyclopedias—"
"Madam, I have here a beautiful
preciative of the type of entertainI tance of 10 yards.
match and I'll look."
The
new
rule
automatically ment rendered by the club.
"It's good stuff. I know the bird
The cadets were very much imNow, ladies and gentlemen, even if Gilbert Jackson did insist makes this play an outside kick,
making it necessary for the defend- pressed by the hospitality shown I bought it from."
on it being masked (why, oh, why?), you've got to hand it ing side to catch or recover the them by the people of Pelzer, and
—Ex.
to him that he and the other "Taps" boys pulled a dance ball before a player on the kick- were very glad to see L. R. Booker,
She—"I wonder how many men
ing side reaches it.
a graduate of last year's class
that was a dance. Tigertown has not seen a better in many DEAD BALL.
will be wretched when I marry."
who is now teaching in Pelzer.
HE—'I'll tell you if you tell me
The change in the ground rules
a day.
how many men you are going to
declares any ball "dead" that passes
marry.
beyond the limits of the playing
—Ex.
field, where heretofore this held
true only in the case of a ball goA clothes line — the kind a
Not very long ago a lyceum company performing at Clem- ing into the stands or beyond the
woman slings at her husband when
fence separating the field from the
son played some old-time music in the jazz manner. But when stands. A fumbled ball over the
she wants a new dress.
—Ex.
it comes to that, we claim the "Jungaleers" have them beat. line, marking the 10-yard zone, or
beyond the side lines, belongs to
That "Barcarolle from Tales of Hoffman" which the "Jung- the side whose player last touched j
"You can never tell about a
aleers" make into a veritable delight for dancing feet is an the ball within the limits of the : Charles L. Paul, of College of woman."
"And if you could you shouldn't."
play field.
J
Charleston, President
entrancing as we want to hear.
—Ex.
In a blocked kick that rolls out_'
side, the ball goes to the blocking I
of Body
"I think we met in this cafe
side, while a fumble that is
last winter; your overcoat looks
touched last in the playing field
At a meeting of the staff of the
simultaneously by opposing players Bull Dog and the College of Char- familiar."
"WAX" MARTIN GIVES FOR THE CAUSE
"But I did'nt oiwn it then."
goes to the teami that did not put leston Magazine held Wednesday,
—Ex.
the ball in play.
Februrary 24, the following officers
All Tigers of Clemson teams fight to the utmost and are
Punts or passes out of bounds were elected for South Carolina Col"I'm so broke I have to smoke
automatically to the team lege Press Association: Charles L.
ready to pay whatever cost is necessary. Only occasionally, belong
that did not put the ball in play. Paul, Charleston College, president; Robinson Cruso cigarettes."
"What kind is that?"
however, is it necessary in baseball for one of them to pay
On a kick-off or a free kick, O. A. Duncan, Citadel, vice-presi"CastHaways."
so dearly as did "Wax" Martin in the Tech game last Satur- it was decided that no player who dent; L. A. Voight, College of
steps out of bounds during the play Charleston, second vice-president,
day when he suffered a double fracture of the leg.
will be eligible to recover the ball. D. L. Smith, Citadel, treasurer:
1st. Student:
"Did you get all
But "Wax" is taking it cheerfully, with the smiling cour- OTHERS UNIMPORTANT.
Miss Caroline P. Aimar, College of those questions in that test?"
The remainder of the alterations,
2nd Stude:
"Ah, yes, It's the
corresponding secretary;
age of the Tiger who is down but never out. We wish him a Chairman E. K. Hall, of Dart- Charleston,
J. T. Fain, Citadel, recording secre- answers I missed."
mout, said, • were confined wholly tary.
—Ex.
speedy recovery from his injuries. He is a real Tiger.
■to classifications and alterations in
It had been announced previousphraseology. He added that there ly that the Press Association would
Knickers and Bradley sport
had been some discussion about meet in Charleston this year. The Hose, in the Arcade.
changing the rule on the point after Citadel and the College of Chartouchdown, but that nothing had
THAT OLD OFFENSIVE
HHgiiaiaisHiiiaigiiiiigiigiigiiiiaigi^Pgjigiggijgigg^ggiigij
been done.
SHHIHIH
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CLEMSON GLEE CLUB
MAKES JELZER TRIP

EDITORIAL

PRESS ASSOCIATION
OFFICERS ELECTED
BY HOST GOLLEGES

It becomes our glad duty this week to chronicle a Clemson victory over the Yellow Jackets of Georgia Tech on the
baseball field. Such news is good for Clemson in more ways
than one. It is good in that it augurs a winning season for
the Tiger team, and it is high time for some Clemson team
to have a winning season. And it is also good in that it Two Games With Hornets This
Week—Here Tomorrow
shows the Tigers on the war-path, taking the scrap to the
and in Greenville
enemy's camp and making scores.
Saturday
Any team can learn to play a defensive game, but it takes
Two baseball games with Furthe real stuff to charge to the attack, even when one is far man Thursday and Saturday comthe Swat program for the Tibehind. What pleased us most about the Tech victory was pose
gers this week.
The first game
that the Tigers did not let being five runs behind phase them is to be played at Clemson, and
will open the baseball season in
a bit. They simply came up to the bat to score, piled into Tigertown.
The game Saturday will
the Tech pitchers, and made the old runs that won the ball be played in Greenville and will
open the home season at Furman.
game. Now you can't beat baseball like that.

HOME SEASON OPENS
WITH FURMAN HERE

Its the same old story, the axiom of military tacticians,
that the best defense is a good offense. So in baseball as
in other sports, and in life, it pays to be aggressive.
We congratulate Coach Cul Richards. That hit-'em-hard
and score the runs was an attribute of his freshman team
last year, and he has now imbued the varsity with it.# More
power to him!
The Tigers are out for blood.
Gangway, Furman!

The Tigers have already made a
splendid start this spring and they
are determined to keep the slate
clean from now on. The victory
over the Yellow Jackets was a
good start in the right direction,
and the Jungle Beasts are going to
continue forward.
Coach Cul was well pleased with
the way the team worked together
and with the brand of ball they
played. Although the majority of
the players are new recruits they
have developed into a fast nine with
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WELL DRESSED MAN
Look your best during Spring Holidays
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PRETTY ANDERSON
GIRLSJVE PLAY
Seniors From Anderson College Present "Alice Sit
by The Fire"

PAGE

THREE

The debate was the best and B. V. Cornwall, and the negative
most lively of the year. The query by L. A. Seaborn and J. R. Reaves.
for the debate was:
"Resolved, The house decided in favor of the
That the lady's styles of today are affirmative while the judges demore healthful and pleasing to the cided in favor of the negative.
eye than the styles of twentyEight new members were sworn
five years ago."
The affimative in as a result of the recent trial.
was upheld by C. M. Reynolds and
—C. C. E.
hi-.: a a a a aaa a a ::a a aa::aa::a a:: :::: a a a a a aaa :: a^ a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a1

A large audience enjoyed the
treat given by the ten pretty girls
from Anderson College in the college chapel last Monday night.
"Alice-Sit-By-The-Fire" is a play
in three acts, by James Barrie. The
parts are worked out in fine style
has just the things you will need during Spring Holidays.
and the players acted them in a
very pleasing manner keeping the
Come down and look over
audience intensely interested and
observing the beauty and romance
my new shipment of
of the entertainment with increasing zeal as the plot progressed.
— SHIRTS —
The first act took place in a
room in Colonel Grey's home. Here
it was that Miss Katherine Cannon
— FLORSHEIM SHOES —
displayed her talent, taking the part
of Alice.
With her black hair
and dark flashy eyes she was
— NOTIONS —
beautiful to behold.
Alice's husband, Colonel Grey, played by Miss
Veneta Cunningham, was a worthy
character, authoritative but admirable.
The sweet disposition of M[«]HHBHMH$iSi«]HiMMais^^
Miss Cornelia Milam, playing as
Amy, Alice's
daughter, and
the Haaiassia^MHSiiiiiB]^
sincere manner of her actions won
for her the deepest affections, and
that, along with her beauty, made
her a big hit.
These characters,
along
with
the other members of the cast,
worked in coordination, presenting
a remarkable amateur entertainFROM
ment, and the ten pretty girls may
rest assured that their play is a
success.

'JUDGE' KELLER

©^ '(c?m®dmi''&tiD®
She
She doesn't bob her hair or wear
her skirts above her knees,
She doesn't roll her stockings or
Smoke cigarettes,
"Gee" Gignilliat will now make
another announcement concerning She doesn't use rouge or lipstick or
paint her eyebrows,
the Athletic Ball which will be on
She doesn't go joyriding or enjoy
April 23.
petting parties,
"Skinny" Fleming:
I want you She doesn't go to the movies or
visit ice-cream parlors,
to meet this young lady.
She is
the most wonderful woman in the But she does like a good pasture,
and she is a fine Jersey cow.
world.
Lt. Balcar: I'll admit it—where She gives four gallons of milk a
day, and we don't want to
is she I'd like to meet her.
sell her.
—Ex.
Enoch Cudd and Rat Pearman
will now give a boxing exhibition.

Come out!
What about that
contribution to the April tool issue?
We ain't proud!

It is said that some Cadet nearly
choked a young lady to death the
other night at the dance—no one
interfered
because
everybody
thought they were only dancing.
' Glee Club Director:
Are you
the fellow with the falsetto voice.
"Red" Price:
No, I'm the fellow with the false set of teeth.
Gilbert Jackson says he isn't
going to the Athletic Ball because
it. isn't going to be masked.
A certain
steno at
Clemson,
dressed like a Cadet at the dance
last Friday evening 'caused three
girls to faint when she walked in
the Ladies dressing room.
OH YOU SANTA CLAUS
Absence makes the heart grow
fonder—but presents brings the
best results.
—Ex.
"Hello."
"I beg your pardon.
You made
a mistake."
"Aren't you the little girl I kissed at the dance last night?"
"No, but it must have been Sister.
She's sick today." •
•—Ex.

Mother (to bright son just back
from college):
Tommy, fetch a
stick of wood.
Bright Son; Mother, the grammatical portion of your education
has been sadly neglected. You
should say—Thomas, my son, transport from the recumbent portion
of the combustible material on the
threshold of this edifice, one of
those curtailed excressionaries of
defunct log.
■—Ex.

Dutchman:
In Holland we have
windmills.
American:
In the United States
we have congressmen.
—Ex.
Our latest song hit—"They call
the baby Coffee because he keeps
them awake at night."
—Ex.
Miss Marrietta Nutt will now render the latest catch, "The toy shop
business
is booming
since they
show their Teddy bears."
—Ex.
"Se that man over there? He's
a sculptor."
"But he only has one arm!"
"Sure—he hold t he chisel in his
mouth and hits himself on the back
of the head."
—West Virginia Moonshine.

"Naughty, naughty,"
said
the
sweet young thing as the score
keeper put up a double zero.—
"What did the boss say to you
Black and Blue Jay.
for being an hour late on Saturday?
"He gave me the D. C. M."
Sambo hurried into one of the
"What's that?"
local stores and said to the clerk:
"Don't come Monday."
"Boss, does yo' have somethin to
■—Ex.
protect
me from a
ragin' black
man?"
"Mirandy,
Why y'all
call dat
Clerk:
"We have this bullet- chile 'Opium'?"
proof vest."
" 'Cause dey say Opium comes
Sambo:
"Say,
Boss
ain't you from de wild poppy, and dis chile's
got none of dese razor-proof col- poppy sho am wild."
lahs?"
—Ex.
•—Ex.

"The Other Fellow's Shoes," a
play by the L. Verne Stout Players, one of the Lyceum's foremost
companies, will be presented in the
college chapel on next Friday night.
"The Other Fellow's Shoes" is
a yankee comedy full of quaint
characters and humorous sayings,
a few heart throbs and many mirth
provoking situations. The play will
take the spectator on an excursion
through the "Land of Laughter"
and send him home with a smile
on his lips and joy in his heart.
With all its humor it also leaves
tihe message.
"That in the hands
of women rests the salvation of the
world."
The play is secured through the
Piedmont Bureau, Asheville, N. C.

A PAIR OF SHOES

HOKE SLOAN'S

PLAY TO BE GIVEN
FRIDAY NIGHT BY
LYCEUMJOMPANY

AND SELECT

A

NEW

NECKTIE

FREE

THIS OFFER GOOD TO SPRING HOLIDAYS
See My New Blonde and Tan Slippers
MY NEW STRAW HATS ARE HERE AND
READY FOR SALE

I
An old Clemson man in business at Clemson,

g

aI

And 100 Percent for Clemson

H
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Yale has undertaken extensive reresearcihes on the best ways of
teaching history by means of motion
pictures.
We'd much rather sleep
through a history movie than a
history lecture, due to the desirable
lack of noise.
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COULD IMPROVE
"Will you always love me this
OALHOUN MEETS
way?"
Following the famous trial of R.
"Well, you see I'm only a fresh- H. ("Red") Mitchell on March 2,
man now."
the Oalhoun Literary Society held
-Ex.
its first
meeting
last
Tuesday
Dumb:
"Well, how are things night.
The program was very difShe won't stand for petting— over in Boston.
Have they named ferent from the usual ones for
The girl's to be admired.
a new pie 'Aristotle' yet?"
the purpose of simulating more
She won't stand for petting
Bell:
"No, but I heard a man interest in the society.
'Cause
standing
makes
her ask for a Plato soup."
F. N. Culler gave a declamation,
tired.
—Ex.
which
was followed
by a well
—Ex.
selected reading by E. H. Jordan.
Poor Co-Edna! She thought the The jokes furnished by S. R. Corbur; Miss Ruth DeChamp, of Gaff- doctor was trying to flatter her when ley were especially good. C. C.
ney, with Cadet Spencer Wright; he told her that she had acute Faust gave an interesting essay on
Miss Corine Freeman, of Easley, appendicitis!
"The Ideal Girl," which was simiwith Cadet J. L. Aull; Miss Bee
■—Ex.
lar to the Converse product, "The
McCaulley, of Anderson, with Cadet
Ideal Man."
J. A. Fewell.
In Mr. Faust's essay he said
John Jones sleeps
that the ideal girl should have
Beneath this marble slab
Definition of trial balance—A
They caught him looking in his blue, brown, or green eyes; should
man's first attempt to hold a girl
be tall and thin; should be afraid
hat
on his knee.
During the examination in bug- of snakes; should be a Converse
■—Ex.
girl; should be a good "Charleslab.
ton" dancer;
should wear
red
■—Ex.
dresses;
should like
music and
. Our idea of patriotism is a fellow
"He finished his correspondence poetry; and should have a valance
who will take his arm from around
of infinity.
He also stated that
his girl in a picture show to clap course, didn't he?"
"Oh, yes. I was down at the it was entirely unnecessary that
when the Stars and Stripes are
she be a good house cleaner or
postoffice when he graduated."
shown on the screen.
dish washer.
—Phoneix.
—Ex.
"Wake up, Ed."
"I can't."
"Why."
"I ain't asleep."

£
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A NEW AND COMPLETE LINE OF CLEMSON
SEAL
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AND

NOVELTIES

WE INVITE YOUR INSPECTION

L. G. MARTIN DRUG COMPANY
WE SOLICIT ORDERS FOR JEWELRY
FOUNTAIN PENS
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THE TIGER

WINTHROP TAKES
GLEMSON CAMPUS
INTOJAPTIVITY
Fair Visitors Rule the Tiger's
Lair and Cadets Are All
in the Fog
In the siting when Mrs. Winthrop gives holiday to her girls
and the fancies of Clemson kaydets lightly turn to thoughts of
dances and dates, something interesting invariably happens, and this
year it happened more decidedly
than ever before.
Prom last Wednesday night of
last week
when Train
No. 45
deposited its fair freight at Calhoun
until this afternoon wihen No. 40
left the same station carrying the
beauty that had so adorned Tigertown back to the Rock Hill institution whence they came, Clemson
was one continual round of merriment. Cadets were continually in
a trance.
They knew not what
they did. And Winthrop ruled the
Jungle.
On last Wednesday night arrived
the Winthrop girls who live at
Clemson and many guests besides
and on Friday the dance guests
came in, and it seemed that easily
half of them were Winthrop girls
—more than ihalf to a very large
number of Tigers.
Morning, noon, and night cadets
have been seen to move in a steady
stream 'to and from—mostly to—
a certain residence on the Pendleton
road where the largest number of
beauties
held forth,
and other
parts of the compus were far from
slighted.
Com-pany "A" of the cadet regiment didn't miss very much of having a riot, for it seems that a
dark-complected
member of that
snappy outfit did escort a beauty
of historic old York to the dance,
and all the rest of his company
did fall for her—that is all except
one short sergeant of the company
who cast his affections in the direction of a visitor at the house across
the road.
The regimental adjutant, far be
it from us to call names, but his
hair is red and his initials are J.
B. Caugihman, decided that his hair
was a pretty good color, even on a
person of the feminine persusasion.
Only Caughman tried to do the persuading.
And Jackson, the fine business
manager of our annual did pull
a siplendid dance.
Living
proof,
this boy Jackson, that a man can
do fine work and be in the fog
above the clouds at Che same time.
And "Baldhead" Bryan, poor
"Baldhead," like the telephone central, he, got his wires so badly
crossed that it wasn't even funny,
it was pitiful.
But there is much woe in the
lair of the Tiger tonight for Winthrop is gone.
The Gals
Miss Evelyn Daniel lhad as her
guests for the holidays Miss Evelyn
Sheider, Miss Polly Harrall, Miss
Alice Allen, Miss Katherine, Allen,
Miss Polly DePass, Miss
Lucile
Wharton, and Miss Libby Maxwell.
Miss Mildred Newman
brought
with her Miss Judith Hill.
Miss Lucia Norris and Miss Eva
Tart were at the Clinkscales home.

Miss Gladys Talbert -was the guest
of Mrs. M. E. Bradley.
Among others at home on the
campus or at Calhoun were Miss
Annetta McHugh, Miss Margaret
Chambers, Miss Ina Smith, and Miss
Jane Vandiver.
Numerous parties were given in
honor of the visitors.
Mrs. Bradley entertained with a
bridge party Thursday evening compimenting Mrs. Daniel's guests.
Miss Beth Harcombe was hostess
at a bridge .party Friday morning.
The cadet dances were the features of Friday and Saturday.
Mrs. D. W. Daniel entertained with
a bridge 'party Monday morning.
Miss Mildred Newman 'honored
her guest, Miss Hill, with a bridge
luncheon Tuesday.
Mrs. Winslow Sloan was hostess
at a theatre party Tuesday afternoon.
Miss Elizabeth Jonson gave a
dance at the Clemson Club Hotel
Tuesday night.

be cut short on account of Bowles
and Fleming having* dates on the
Hotel hill. This also necessitated
an early termination of the dinner. After giving a yell for Captain Harcombe, the over-fed filed
out of the mes hall, with Jack
"B" Company Football Team, Fewell even emitting grunts of
satisfaction.
Winners of Trophy, Enjoy Big Feed

CHARLESTON ALUMNI
ARE ENTHUSIASTIC

CLEMSON LEGION POST
REPRESENTED AT RALLY

REGIMENTAL CHAMPS
ARE BANQUET GUESTS

The "B" Company football squad,
winners of the regimental championship and of the beautiful silver
football awarded by Coach "Bud"
Saunders, were guests of Captain
Harcombe at a much-enjoyed dinner last Tuesday night.
Those
enjoying
the
banquet
were: M. H. Hicks (Capt.), Henderson, Stoutemire, Smyth, Hunter,
Robinette, J. O. Hicks, Plyler, Davis,
Daniel, Edwards, White, Tinkler,
Miley.
Coked,
Early,
Bishop,
James, Smoak, Eaddy and Houston
of the regular squad; and Coach
Saunders, Fleming, Fewell, Bowies', Evans, Shands and Coleman.
Coach Saunders made a very interesting talk in which he told of
his interest in all student activities and in which he expressed
confidence in next years football
team.
Monty Hicks, who is greatly resLeland, '20, Writes of Recent
ponsible for "B" Company's unVisit Made by Dr. Sikes
crossed goal line, expressed his
appreciation of the cooperation of
and Dr. Daniels
the squad as a whole. Rat Smoak,
Major Westbury and Henry ColeThe following letter has been man also made talks which had to
received by The Tiger:
Charleston, S. C.
March 16, 1926.
Editor of Tiger
Clemson College, S. C.
My dear Editor:
Allow me just a few lines in
your Tiger to express our thanks
for the recent visit of two of Clemson's great men. Several Sundays
ago Dr. Daniel spoke before the
cadets gathered at the "Y" service, and a great crowd enjoyed
■his very interesting and far-reaching mesage.
Then last Sunday
night,
Dr. Sikes, our
new and
beloved president, spoke to a large
audience, which heard him gladly.
Every one was pleased with the
remarks he made, and certainly
the impression 'he made will last
a long time. Also it was my priviledge to attend the banquet we
gave to Dr. Sikes Monday night in
the Francis Marion Hotel. A score
of old Clemson men, from '98 to
'25, met for nearly three hours to
pB ,•
enjoy a good dinner, bring to our
remembrances the experiences that
we all had when in barracks, and to
hear an address by Dr. Sikes on
Clemson; and, as one old timer
expressed it; "We learned more
about the founder of Clemson in
one hour than we had learned
during the four years of our sojourn at Clemson."
Its great to
know that new ways of doing things
are being
tried out,
and every
alumnus down here in the "City
by the Sea," is counting on every
Clemson Tiger to do his part toward making a Greater Clemson.
Very cordially,
J. M. LeLAND, '20.
Secy. Citadel YMCA

INFORMAL DANCE IS
ENJOYED SATURDAY

With dance music of the hlglhest
quality being furnished by the Jungaleers, a number of cadets and
girls enjoyed an informal dance
in the gym Saturday night.
A large number of visitors, many
of them Winthrop girls were still
on the campus, and their presence
insured the success of this dance.
The Jungaleers music was in keeping with the pep of the crowd.

■

Dumb—"Colleges must be very
wicked places."
Bell—"Why?"
Dumb—"Boys and girls under
sixteen are not admitted."
"Deacon," said Parson Jackson,
softly, "will you lead us in prayer?"
There was no response.
"Deacon White," this time in a
little louder voice, "will you lead?"
Still no answer.
Evidently the
deacon was slumbering. Parson
Jackson made a third appeal and
raised his voice to a high pitch
that
succeeded in
arousing the
drowsy man.
"Deacon White, will you lead?"
The
deacon in
bewilderment
rubbed hiis heavy eyes and blurted:
"Lead yourself — I just
dealt!"

Of course I come
On Wednesday, March 10th, the
Before the rest,
Department of South Carolina of
But necks to me
the American Legion held its spring
I love you best.
rally in Columbia, at the Jefferson
Hotel, at which time National Com"How did you get that red on
mander J. R. McQuigg was present
and delivered a most forceful and your lips?"
"That was my tag for parking
eloquent address on the aims, purposes and the work of the legion. too long."

W/iew you and spring
are thrilling to the opening game
of the year—and your favorite player drives out a
homer—as the stands
rock 'with cheering
—have a Camel!
WHEN the first ball game
is here. And the heavy
hitter cracks the ball
shrieking into deep center for a home run —
have a Camel!
For Camel adds the
magic of its own fragrance to life's most festive days. Camels are of
such choice tobaccos that
they never tire the taste
or leave a cigaretty aftertaste. You'll get more
contentment, more pleasure out of Camels than
any other cigarette.

A man was an inmate at the hospital for mental cases. He sat with
a Pishing pole and line, letting the
hook hang down into a flower bed.
"How many fish have you caught?"
asked an attendant who passed.
"You're the ninth," was the prampt
reply.

■■'<■

At this meeting there jwere about
300 persons present, including members of the Legion and tlie Woman's
Auxiliary. From the Clemson College Post Commander C. L. Morgan, Adjutant Jesse Nf. Peck, and
Comrades P. B. Holtzendroff, G. H.
Aull, and F. B. Mobiey attended.

So this fair spring day
as a redoubtable batter
lofts out one that it seems
will never stop flying—
oh, then, taste the smoke
that means completed
enchantment.

JOHN C, CALHOUN

■ Mmvt

HOTEL

Have a Camel!
ANDERSON, S. C.

125 Rooms

uuft.; -"
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100 Baths

Into the making of this one cigarette goes all of the ability
of the world's largest organization of expert tobacco men.
Nothing is too good for Camels. The choicest Turkish and
Domestic tobaccos. The most skilful blending. The most
scientific package. No other cigarette made is like Camels,
No better cigarette can be made. Camels are the overwhelming choice of experienced smokers.

Excellent Cuisine

t
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Our highest wish, if
you do not yet know
Camel quality, is that
you try them. We in*
vite you to compare
Camels with any cigarette made at any price.
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
Company
Winstoa-Salem, N. C.
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Mrs. M. E. Bradley entertained
very delightfully with a
bridge
party last
Thursday
evening in
honor of the Winthrop guests of
Misses Evelyn Daniel and Mildred
Newman. Refreshments were served during the evening.
Those
present
were:
Misses
"Libby" Maxwell, Evelyn Sheider,
Alice Allen Catherine Allen, Polly
Harrell, Polly DePass, Lucile Wharton, Judith Hill, Evelyn Daniel,
Mildred Newman, Ayme Sloan, and
cadets L. H. Simkins, T. G. Jackson,
H. E. Russell, D. H. Ross, John
Kershaw, R. O. Pickens, C. D.
Green, J. C. Evans, M. E. Bradley
Jr., J. E. Burley, F. B. White, M.'
Farrar.
An informal tea was given on
Monday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. E. W. Sikes in honor of Mrs.
T. J. Marlden, of Pickens, state
president of the U. D. C.
The
ladies of the campus were invited.
The Children of the Confederacy
gave a program.
The Thursday Bridge Club met
last week at t'he home of Mrs.
Barr.
After the cards were laid
aside delicious refreshments were
served.
Miss Ruth Graves, w,ho has been
visiting
her sister,
Miss Gladys
Graves, for the last two weeks,
returned Saturday to her home in
Rochester, N. Y.

FANCY COSTUMES GARCE
TAPS MASK BALL
(Continued from Page 1)
ville, ' with Cadet Johnnie Baker;
Miss Edith Echols, of Greenville,
wtih Cadet E. W. Carpenter; Miss
"Kitty" Minus, of Greer, with Cadet
Jonie Baker; Miss Lucy McLeod,
of Columbia, with Cadet Mack Salley; Miss Harriet Scarborough, of
Columbia, with Cadet "Red" Caughman; Miss Delmar Bailes1, of Anderson, with Cadet "Dit" Seaborn;
Miss Melba Johnston, of Greenville,
with Cadet Gary Shull; Miss Elizabeth
Laney, of Winthrop,
with
Cadet F. W. Holman; Miss Mallie
Bonar. of Spartanburg, with Cadet
"Red" Mitchell; Miss "Topsy" Hagood, of Easley, with Oadet Martin
Heard; Miss Lucia Norris, of Clemson, with Cadet E. L. McCormac;
Miss Isabel Bunkley, of Seneca,
with Cadet Carter Newman; Miss
Mildred, Morton, of Greenville, with
Cadet J. W. Carson: Miss Elizabeth Maxwell, of Florence, with
Cadet "Ikey" Jones; Miss Elizabeth
Sehaefer, of Royston, Ga.,
with
Cadet F. N. Culler; Miss Agnes
Mansfield, of Spartanburg, with
C. C. Faust; Miss Elizabeth Carroll, of Charleston, with Cadet W.
A. White; Miss Frances Allen, of
Anderson, with Cadet Fred Gilmer;
Miss Mary Morris Reid, of Charlotte, N. C, with Cadet A. J. DuPree; Miss Susie Guignald, of Columbia, with Cadet H. A. Littlejohn; Miss Margaret Whitted, of
Charlotte, N. C, with Cadet J. A.
Warren; Miss Mary Gibson, of Darlington, with Cadet J. M. Lemmon;
Miss Sue Perry, of Greenwood, with
Cadet T. B. Moore;
Miss "Jo"
Denett, of Anderson, with Cadet
Jim Darby; Miss Ruth Graves, of
Rochester, N. Y., with Cadet H.
L. Stoutamire;
Miss Lettie Roy
Green, of Florence, with Cadet G.
W. Bryce; Miss Mildred Newman,
of Clemson, with Cadet "Woots"
Klugh; Miss Julia Williams, of
Augusta, with Cadet "Speck" Farrar; Miss Mary La.ngford, of Winthrop, with Cadet
Bryan
Calhoun;
Miss Eloise
McHugb, of
Clemson, with Cadet Dwight Plyer;
Miss Lewis Finley, of Anderson,
with Cadet L. B. Ma*«ev; Mi«s
Judith Hill.
of Abbeville.
with
Cadet H. C. Coleman: Miss Ella
Shaw Baugh, of Greenville, with
Cadet C. T. Smith; Miss Nellie
Sue
Pickens,
of Clemson, with
Cadet E. P. Spencer; Miss Margaret
Alexander, of Anderson, with Cadet
O. F. Zagora; Miss Eunice Keever,
of Greenville, with Cadet Bob Cumingham; Miss Sara Pruitt, of Anderson, with Cadet F. M. Griffin;
Miss Lucille Freeman, of Winthrop,
with
Cadet O. F. Jones;
Miss
Francis Early, of Winthrop, with
Cadet J. O. 'Whorton; Miss Elizabeth Early,
of Winthrop,
with
Cadet J. R. Paulling; Miss Julia
Pickens, of Clemson, with Cadet
John Kershaw; Miss Evelyn Owens,
of Charleston, with Cadet L. G.
Knobeloch; Miss Marian Green, of
Spartanburg. mrn^* Cadet
Charles
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It needed no explaining.
MiS8 WilHam Carlis
Atlanteaen'r
Atlanta,
Ga., with Cadet O S'e. AT,of Tho love is blind,
t soon could see,
She's altered her affection;
And I was just the side shoe,
Where I'd been the main atraction.
Now she's his girl,
He's not my friend.
I talk of him as Mister:
I learned they'd not been out three
times
Before he up and kissed ber.
x
ow
5
°i Anderson, with And thus one social principle
Pa.„t
T
Has dawned on me much clearer,
MiSS Lu
So
of W
w-^ro
^lker;
<^ I tell you if you have a girl,
G LH
P, with Cadet J.
Don't let your friends get near her.
r\Jn ' ■ .Mlss Amye Sloan. of
—Ex.
Miss Elizabeth Hines, of Seneca
Mother—Mary, aren't you getting
Brown ^ p" t Br°Wn; "^ Jfli too big to play with the boys?
Hm
With Cadet
Aexwv/^
' '
Mary—Oh, no, mother; the bigAlex Wyhe Mass Margaret
Stokes,
of Iva, with Cadet Ray Pruitt' ger I get the better I like 'em.—
—Virginia Reel.
with Ca
rT,
Mccauley, of ValS a,
d et Bi
Stone n f Bla
R »Nickles; Miss "Still"
Jonah:
'How far are we from
B L .
<**"e, with Cadet J.
land?"
ey
Miss Mi ldred L
of
''.
"Above three thousand
Whale
of l*n
Keiton, with
Oadet ' T. W. i«le,
Daniel; Miss Bonita Atkinson, of Spar- miles."
Jonah: Don't leave me, big boy!"
tanburg with Cadet L. M. Hewlett;
TiS0n
of
with n fT
'
AHendale,
Latest Songs
With Cadet
C. A. Bryan;
Miss
The Mud song by Henry Clay.
1
0 11
f linton
Strawberries may come and
'„ I ^ar,ey Garrfeon; Miss Catherstrawberries may go,
C
Ster
of Win
plrw w
^boro, with
Cadet W. R. Elliott; Miss Lila But prunes remain with us all the
year round.
Atkinson, of Spartanburg, with
"You can drive a mule forCadet c. M. Turner;
Miss Ruth
ward, but it takes the Prince of
Turner 0f Spartanburg. with Cadet Wales to bring ihim back."
v. C. Sanders; Miss "Flo" Pruitt
"The soap song from "Chipso!"
ot Anderson, with Cadet H K
—EY.
Brabham; Miss Alice Allen, of Anderson, with Cadet W. W. BryanYou Dear Thing!
Miss "Kat-Waiefield, of Piedmont,
Male: "Is your father an Elk?"
with Cadet J. E. Whilden; Miss
Female: "I don't know. Why?"
Ernestine Walker, of Anderson, with male:
I just wondered; you're a
Cadet M. G. Smith;
Miss Mary dear, yourself."
Conyers, of Greenville, with Cadet
Davis Batson; Miss Louise Dillard
He: "Can you make a sentence
of Rick Hill, with Cadet J E with the word covort in it?"
Roseman; Miss Polly DePass, of
She: "I want a cavort of milk."
Camden, with Cadet M. L. Parler"Is your Packard friend comingMass Pally Rush, of Ware Shoals', tonight?"
with Cadet J. H. Clark; Miss Mar"No, this is Willy-Knight."
garet
Barr, of Greenville,
with
Cadet R. Alexander; Miss Dorothy
"I suppose you will commit suiWatson, of Athens, Ga., with Cadet cide if-I refuse you?"
R. W. McGowan;
Miss Harriet
"Ah—er—that has been my cusTrowbridge,
of
Clemson,
with tom."
Cadet Bob Pickens; Miss Mamie
Morton, of Greenville, with Cadet
Spring Suits, two-pair trousH. E. Johnson; Miss Polly Harrall,
of Cheraw,
with
Cadet
Johnie ersi, $30. See Hoke Sloan.
Evans; Miss Malisia Heard, of Anderson, with T. L. Bradley; Miss
Eva Hart, with Cadet A. O. Roche;
Miss Gladys Graves, of Clemson',
with Cadet H. S. Gilmore; Miss
Margaret Dawson, of Chester, with
Cadet Edmund Murrah; Miss Annie
Brock, of Seneca, with Cadet B. D.
King; Miss "Avey" Norris, of Atlanta, with Cadet Charlie Chritzberg; Miss Frankie Wycliff,
of
Gaffney, with Cadet Jack Burlev;
Miss Eleanor Parker, of Gaffney.
with
Prof. Murphy;
Miss Sara
Murnhy, of Anderson, with Cadet
R. H. Tuttle; Miss Vivian Yates,
Look for
of Brenau, with Cadet J. R. Moore;
Miss Lily Lightsey, of Hampton',
it on the
with Joe Lyons; Miss Marguerite
dealer's
Brownelle, of Columbia, with L. E.
counter
Myers; Miss lone Roddy, of Columbia, with Cadet H. E. Keeman;
Miss Evelyn Daniel,
of Clemson,
with Cadet D. H. Ross; Miss Sara
Pearson, of Anderson, with Cadet
O. R. Causey; Miss ■ Dorothy Ellis,
of Greenville, with Cadet J. M.
Law; Miss Jessie Trowbridge. of
Anderson, with Cadet F. J. Fishburn; Miss Ruth DeCnamps of Gaffney, with Cadet Spencer Wright;
Miss Corine Freeman, o£ Easley,
with Cadet J. L. Aull; Miss Bee
More
McCaulley, of Anderson, with Cadet
J. A. Fewell.
for your

ST™ ?™ . ' ° °

You say you buy
tobacco on its taste—
Velvet tastes right because it's made from the
best Kentucky Burley tobacco that money can
buy—and because every bit of it is slowly and
thoroughly aged in wood.
That's why you'll find aged in wood Velvet
so mild and fine flavored. Remember—aged
in wood.
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WRIGLEYS

ADVICE TO THE LOVELORN
She was smy girl,
He was my friend,
I loved him like a brother;
And finally she came to town
And they met one another.
She liked him from the very start,
He was so entertaining,
And wihen they fixed a little date,

RK

money
and
the best Peppermint
Chewing Sweet for
any money
C13 ,
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"You're next"
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GUFF CRAWFORD
for a real good cleaning and pressing while you
are away for Spring Holidays?

You ;\vill need them for
you return.

the

inspection when
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CAROLINA'S
ROLINA' BEST HARDWARE STORE
With a most complete stock of everything in
Hardware and associated lines, each department
so developed in its scope, we offer the trading public
"stores within a store". Everything assembled for
your convenience under one roof. Years of experience, up-to-date equipment, coupled with an unusually large buying power, enables us to sell the
best goods obtainable at prices as low, often times
much lower than paid for the cheaply made, unknown, unbranded merchandise. Here you get the
best goods. "They must make good or we will."
A FEW OF OUR LINES
Farm Tools and Implements
Contractors and Builders Supplies
Carpenters and Machinists Tools
Finishing Hardware
Glassware
Paints, Oils, Stains
Silverware
Cutlery
Cooking Utensils
Sporting Goods
Electrical Appliances
Radio
Stoves and Ranges
Fine China

AT

Always a pleasure to have you visit this store and
see the wonderful assortment of things carried here.

PATTERSON'S BARBER SHOP

SULLIVAN - MARKLEY HARDWARE GO.

In Barracks
HEMSIBE«»glg»«l>«BI^^

In the Arcade
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CLEMSON 6, TEQH 5, IN 10 INNINGS
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The new rules regarding successive incompleted forward passes will
have the
tendency to
curb the
aerial attack and force the game
back into the old ruts from which
it has just recenty emerged.
The
safety ruling makes matters still
more complicated, and will require
much more time to deal with a
safety than was formerly needed.

second home of the season Saturday,
and also batted out a long one
for two bases.
Robins also drove
out a two-bagger. Wycoff, Angley,
and Moreland each gat singles,
M or eland getting two.
The box scores of the two games
will be found elsewhere in this
issue.
Box Score
First Game
Clemson—
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
Hudgen, 2b
2 0 0 3
2 0
Milling, rf
2
0 0
0
0
0
Martin, N., If. ... 2 0 0
0
0
0
Dunlap, ss
3
0
1
1
0
0
Moore, cf
2 0
0 4
0
0
Manning, lb
4
1
0 12
0
0
Abbott, 3b
3
1
0
0
1
1
McGill, c
3
0
1 4
1
0
Martin, W. p. ... 2 0 0 0
3 0
Long, p
1
o
0
1
0
0
Jones, x
2
0
0 0
1
0
Tyson, xx
2 0 0 0 1
0

SPORTS

top shape.
The squad has been
cut and everyone is striving to
help uphold that good record that
Clemson has in track.
The most
promising
sprinters
are Turner, iMcConnel, and Mitchell.
No "ten flats" have been
made as yet, but indications point
that there will be some made before the season is far advanced.
The men who are running the
"iron-man" race are Captain Roy,
Jones, and Austin.
Roy ran true
to form last Saturday in the try
outs.
He ran his 440 in a fraction of a second than his record
of last year.
He promises to even
better his time made then.
The
half-mile is run by Newman, and
Cannon.
Carter has been sick for
awhile, v but he is fast getting back
in the form which brought him so
much glory last spring.
Cannon showed some good speed
also last year, and with the experience
that he has
he should
come through with a successful
season.
Cullum, Dozier, and ' Blakeney look real promising on the
mile.
All are exerienced runners
and they are expected to make
good time in this event.
McLeod,
Beason, McGill. are leaders in the
two-mile run.
The men who are
outstanding
in the hurdles
are
Sikes, Marchbanks, Reynolds,
and
Brice.
These men are doing their
utmost to fill the places left open
by Mace and Blackeney last year.
In the field events there are
numerous contenders.
O'Dell ° and
Cullum are
upholding
the pole
vault.
O'Dell holds the southern
high school record for this event.
He also holds a record which is
better that the college record but
this, does not count since he represented the Atlanta Athletic Club
when he set this mark. His record
is 12 feet 6 3-4 inches.
He hopes
to surpass this mark this year.
DuPre and Brock are tossing the
javelin and are getting some good
distance with it.
Coleman
and
O'Dell are the most likely high
jumpers.
Dupre, O'Dell, and Midkiff are showing good form in the
broad jump. Captain Roy, big Joe
Robinson, and Davidson are putting
the shot
with
worlds
of
strength.
These same
men
are
also throwing the discus.
Prom the way things look on
Rigg's Field it is same to predict
a succesful season for Clemson in
track.

Speaking of football, have you
noticed that crew of fellows out
for spring practice every afternoon?
Coach Bud has had his men out for
a couple of weeks, and they are
showing some real pep and speed
The Purple and Gold floated supreme over Atlanta Satur- now since tihey have worked
diligenty at the fundamentals of
day as the Tiger baseball team came from behind a four-run the
game. Coach is running various
lead to defeat Georgia Tech and split the series with the Geor- combinations in scrimmage, and
gians. The first game of the series that was played on Friday both he and Captain "Chub" Harvey are pleased with results. Some
was decidedly a Tech victory, but Saturday was the Tigers' good, new material has been located
day, and although they had tough luck, they really made the and brushed up for the beginning
of regular training next September.
Totals
28
2 3 24 8 1
most of it.
The daily practices are going at
xBatted for Milling in fifth.
top
speed
now,
but
the
spring
seaThe Tiger team paid dearly for that victory over Tech in
xxBatted for Hudgins in sixth.
son will probably close the last of
Tech—
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
that they lost their most valuable right hander, when "Wax" this week.
Yoemans, rf
4
0 12 0
Martin broke his leg while speeding in on the home stretch.
Mo.reland, 2b
4
0 0 2 5
TIGERS
SPIilT
TEOH
SERIES
Reeves,
ss
4
12
2 3
It means no more baseball for him this season, and is a serious
Angley, c
4
12 5
3
handicap to the Tiger nine.
(Continued from Page 1)
Wycoff, cf
3
0 110
minutes until an ambulance arriv- Brewer, lb
2
0
0 14 0
"Wax" was one of the Tigers' mainstays on the mound and ed.
Things looked mighty black Crowley, 3 b
2 10 11
a good man in the field when he was not pitching. He was for the Tigers just then. With McCash, If. _
3
110 1
Abbott, crack third sacker on the Snead, p
0
0 0 0
2
the man on whom the team could always rely for steady and bench
in a daze, and "Wax" Mar- Flemming, p
0
0 0 0 3
untiring service when occasion called for mighty effort on the tin, star pitcher with a broken leg Gaston, p
0
10 0 0
0
10 0 0
mound. An air of assurance and safety alwjays pervaded it looked like the end of the Tigers' Brankston z.«
hopes for a successful year.
when Martin was out under a fly in left field and he could be
But the Tigers seemed to have
Totals
27
5 72717 1
zBatted for Snead in second.
depended upon for a hit when a hit was most needed. His only one purpose in life when they
went back in the field, and that
Score by innings:
R
absence from the team will be sorely felt, while he is in the was to run in one more run to Tech
031 Olx—5
break the tie and beat Georgia Clemson
000 020 000—2
hospital getting that leg in shape for next season.
Tech.
"Tramp" Harmon, who had
Summary:
Two-base hits, Yoepitched a beautiful game up until man. Home runs, Angley, -Reeves.
The casualty list ran high in that second game with Tech. this time, vowed that he would Sacrifice hits, Brewer. Base on balls,
treat 'em "mighty cruel," and win
Snead 2; off Plemming 1; off
Ben Abbott, crack third baseman on the Tiger outfit, was that game. The first two men off
Gaston 1; off Martin 1. Struck out,
forced to leave the game earlier in the afternoon when he was were thrown out, and the third by Snead 1; by Plemming 1; by
did not have a chance.
Harmon Gaston 4; by Martin 1; by Long
knocked unconscious by Wycoff who was sliding into third. shoved
two straight by him, allow- 1.
Double plays, Reeves to MoreIt was a heart-breaking time for the Tigers in the eighth in- ed two balls and then grooved the land to Brewer, 2. Hit by pitcher,
plate with a fast one that sent Brewer, by Martin. Time of game
ning. With their star pitcher and crack third sacker disabled the
Yellow Jackets out in the field 1 hour,
45
minutes.
Umpires,
things looked black for the Beasts and all their hopes seemed again.
Baxter and Mayer.
The ninth inning began with the
to be blasted.
score tied 5 to 5.
It was then
Second < jame
that the several cadets who were
Tech—
AB R. H PO A. E.
D
ent a
he am e and wh
we
But
those Tigers rallied and held the Yellow- sitting
£*
U „f
? wild
^ Yoemans, rf. .. 4 1 0 2 0 0
+
, , the way that
.
with
the team
went
2b. ... 4
1
2 1
4
0
jackets was certainly a sight to drive away the blues. Out of in their pleading and yelling for Moreland,
Reeves, ss
. 5
2
2
0
2
1
a run
nd wh n tI
run dic n 1
the blackness
of,despair came a high resolve to beat Tech. at come -they
* doubled
, 1?, ., i!
,
\ ? Angley, c
.. 2
0
■S
1
5
0
,
, ..
their efforts in
cf
. 4
1
1
0
0 0
any cost, and if a Clemson team fought for victory, those urging the Tigers to hold the Wycoff,
Brewer, lb. . . 3
0
0 18
2 0
Tigers did it: They demolished the "Jackets" lead, tying the ' ,Jackets- Tne 'Jackets failed to Crowley, 3b. .. .. 4 0 1 1 2 0
,.,
-,-,,,
,,
•>
o
, break the tie, and the ninth period
c,_
If. ... . 3
0
1
1
0
0
score 5 to 5, and then proceeded to break the tie, which they ended with the score still 5 to 5 Robins,
Conn, p
0
0 0
0
1
0
Hudgens
the
first
man
at
bat
did in the tenth inning.
Florrid, p
. 1
0
0
0
0
1
in the tenth, got on second base
Chassion, p. ... .. 1
0
0
0
1
0
by a long hit into center field.
The Athletic Ball, which is one
Why the inevitable third calamity
Edwards, p. ...
1
0
0
0
3
0 of the leading social events of the
Walt Martin fanned, and Jones,
did not overtake the Timers Friday to the 'Jackets, and botis made
Bankcton, x. .. .. 1
0
0
0
0
0
who went in for "Wax" Martin,
year, will he given by the Block
is a source of wonder. After Abbott their times at bat count.
got on base on the third baseC. Club in the Big Gym on the
and Martin had been forced to leave
Totals
34
5
8
30
21
2
evening of April 23.
Hudgens then went
Frank
Manning has
moved in man's error.
the game, the question was what
xBatted for Conn in third.
to third, and then to home when
This frolic promises to be much
bad luck would break loose next. and taken up his place of abode
Clemson—
AB. R. H. PO. A,. E. bigger and better than ever before
Edwards,
Tech pitcher,
lost his
on
first
base.
Prank
is
a
recruit
Martin, T. rf
Just who the jinx chaser was we
1
head and threw the ball to first
and it is estimated that a large
Hudgens, 2b.
(So not know, but we have an idea from last year's Rat team and is
2
crowd will be present.
when Dunlap sacrificed.
This was
that the boy who treated them playing exceptionally good ball for the final run of the game, the tie Martin, N. If.
5
The famous Jungleers, Clmeson's
As a first
Jones, rf
"mighty cruel" had something to the Tigers this season.
1
was broken and Clemson led the
own Jazz Orchestra, will furnish
baseman
he
fills
the
bill
completeDunlap,
ss.
do with chasing the evil spirits.
1
The Tigers
the music for the occasion and
ly, and he is fast improving his Yellowjacket 6 to 5.
Moore, cf
5
1
nothing will be left undone in the
tightened, and held the Tech. playbatting.
Manning, l'b
5
14
way of merriment.
Tom Harmon, the wizard of the
ers for the last of the tenth. WyAbbott, 3b
1
1
horsehide who treated the 'Jackets
coff got a single and angley got
The cadets are requested to ask
Eskew,
3b
4
2
Long, who relieved Wax Martin on first, and Moore went way back
so "cruel," seemed to get better
their girls as soon as possible, so as
McGill,
c
4
1
as 'the game got older.
He was on the mound in the seventh inning into the corner of the fence and
to give tfhe boys in charge plenty
Harmon, p
4
1
of time to make the best of arrangethe star twirler of the afternoon, Friday is cut out to be a star hur- snagged Brewer's long fly. Wycoff
Totals
41
30 12
He has plenty of speed and Angley thought it was good
ments.
and had the game lasted a couple ler yet.
Score
by
innings:
Get ready
for it, 'cause
it is
of innings longer he would have and some twists on the ball that for a homer and started around
Clemson
000 040 010 1
going to be a good one.
dazzled the stands with meteoric make the batter blink in wonder. the bases.
Moore threw the ball
Tech
202
100
000
0
splendor.
Tramp pitched a kind He has plenty of work cut out for j to Hudgens who threw "to Manning
of ball that will make him famous him this season, and he is expected thus ending the game, and Tech's
to do some wonderful pitching.
before the season is out.
chance for victory.
New straw hats at Hoke
The entire
Tiger nine
played
Sloan's
for Holidays.
Since
the
time
for
baseball
and
splendid
baseball,
and
Coach
RichMoore's beautiful
catch
came
cones
is here
little ards is well pleased with the vicjust in the nick of time in the ice cream
tenth frame and saved the Tigers thought has been given to anything tory Saturday, despite the casualBut let us pause here to tiesf that
marred
the
game.
from defeat.
With two men on else.
E5I
bases. Brewer saw an opportunity consider the changes that have been "T'-amp" Harmon pitched stellar
Else- baf.l throughout the game, and he
to send in two runs that would made in the football rules.
win the game for the Georgians by where in this issue is an article appeared to get better and better
Frank Newman and Roy Showing
driving a long one into centerfield. giving these changes in detail. The as the game progressed.
But he probably misjudged Moore's revisions of the rules were made by Manning, who is also a new reUsual Splendid Form—Others
ability
as a fielder.
Mose
was a group of men who are representa- cruit on the squad proved to be
right there waiting for the ball tive of the football woirld of Ameri- a demon on defense at first base.
Make Progress as Work
when it came down, and saved the ca, and are men who know the Frank has never enjoyed a reputaGoes On
evils
practiced
under
the
old
rules
toin
as
a
slugger,
but
he
started
day by throwing to second putting
*-■■- ^■BOOST^YQtJR '
Wycoff out.
Hudgens then hurled I and are strivinS to remedy condi- out to make such a reputation for
Not having seen himself Friday.
AVERAGE/
He is slated to
The Tiger trackst&rs
are fast
the pill to Frank Manning on first, tions somewhat.
putting out Angley who had left these new rules tried out, and not a dependable man for hits before rounding into shape as the time
knowing what their effects will be, the end of the season.
for the first meet draws near. Only
that sack for second.
we are inclined to . believe that
If the Tech team was good Fri- a little over a week and the seathey are rather too severe, and day, it was no less so on Saturday. son will be underway.
Some good
Hudgens and Dunlap measured will tend to slow the ^fame rather Their defense was strong, and their time was made last Saturday in
74 X. Broad Street Atlanta.
up to their usual splendid form. than speed up the play, as is the hitting was uncanny. Reeves drove the try outs.
Just little more
gw^^g-i'
Both were the cause of much grief desire of the authorities/.
the ball over the fence for his grooming and they will be in tip-

ATHLETIC SALL TO BE
IVEN ON APRIL 23

TIGER TRAGKSTERS
TRAINING FOR FIRST
MEET WITH FURMAN

J3/VLLTIME/

I BatsdmRJllofHits^

